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GRANT PROGRAMMES

• THE YEAR IN FOCUS
The Society of Antiquaries of London (founded in 1707) is an independent learned 
society whose main purpose is the ‘encouragement, advancement and furtherance 
of the study and knowledge of the antiquities and history of this and other countries’ 
(Royal Charter, 1751). With the support of more than 3,000 Fellows distinguished 
in various heritage disciplines, we pursue conservation, research and dissemination 
of knowledge of the material past through our Library and Museum collections 
at Burlington House (London) and Kelmscott Manor (Oxfordshire) as well as our 
grants, lectures and seminars and publications. 

• BURLINGTON HOUSE CAMPAIGN

In November 2020 the President wrote to all Fellows to update them on 
the threat posed by the rapidly increasing rent demanded by our landlord, 
the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) 
for Burlington House. The President announced that the Society would be 
launching a public campaign that would bring together the support of a wide 
group of stakeholders, institutions, organisations and the public – all of whom 
share serious concerns about the consequences of a forced move from our home 
at Burlington House – to exert pressure on Ministers, guided by the belief that 
an arrangement acceptable to both the Society and Government can be found. 
Fellows were asked to write to their MP, to share campaign details with their 
network of connections and to show support on social media. The Geological 
Society and the Linnean Society and the Royal Astronomical Society joined the 
SaveBH campaign on 26th February 2021 and asked their respective fellowships 
for support. 

Our Campaign has attracted considerable attention in the Press and media, 
with articles in the Sunday Telegraph and most recently in The Observer 
Under threat: the birthplace of Darwin’s historic theory and the Sunday 
Mirror https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/history-charity-warns-priceless-
artefacts-23891663

Our campaign has achieved major impact in Westminster. At the time of writing, 
617 letters had been sent to MPs, reaching 288 constituencies. 203 MPs had 
replied to Fellows and had contacted the Secretaries of State at the Ministry 
for Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG, our landlord at 
Burlington House) and the Department of Culture, Media and Sport. 

POLICY, GOVERNANCE AND PUBLIC ADVOCACY 

During this year, the Society responded to an MHCLG White Paper, Planning 
for the Future (Policy consultations – Society of Antiquaries of London website) 
and also produced a manifesto, The Future of Archaeology in England. We 
also developed a public position on Contested Heritage (Policy consultations –
Society of Antiquaries of London website), and set up an Equality and Diversity 
Working Group (EDWG). 

In addition, we updated the Statutes in September 2020 and, as a result, have 
established an Ethical Conduct Body (ECB). Further details on both the EDWG 
and ECB will follow. 

LEGACIES

We received a bequest from Pamela Joan Gordon FSA.  Her generous gift has 
helped us plan for the future. 

£25,000 in Conservation
£237,175 in Research/Travel 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT, PAUL DRURY: 

When I wrote this column a year ago, the UK had just been overtaken by 
our first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. A year on, while its impact at 
home is subsiding for a second time, elsewhere in the world its human cost 
is accelerating. For people and organisations life has changed dramatically 
over the past year. All forward planning has become provisional and will 
likely remain so for a substantial time. In these trying circumstances, 
our staff, largely working from home, have responded with notable skill 
and enthusiasm, not merely keeping the Society functioning but through 
innovations that will contribute positively to our future. I and my fellow 
trustees are profoundly grateful for their constructive responses to these 
difficult times.

The Society moved quickly to live-streaming all lectures and conferences. That 
has hugely expanded our outreach, with on-line participation both in Britain 
and beyond being typically measured in hundreds rather than tens, giving 
reality to our international remit and aspirations. Technology of course cannot 
entirely substitute for a live meeting and the interactions that take place in 
its margins, and to the extent that restrictions ease, competition for attention 
will grow. But we have already made the decision, and the investment, to live 
stream all our lectures and conferences in the future, including those held 
outside London, to try to combine the advantages of face-to-face and virtual 
meetings. 

The library responded to the lack of physical access by greatly expanding 
electronic resources, including JSTOR. Again, while not an adequate 
substitute for physical access, these additional resources have been much 
appreciated by users, and most will be made permanent. The lull in personal 
visits enabled a swift migration of data to our new collections database. This is 
providing the springboard for making the range and scope of our collections 
and archives much more visible and accessible online. Key to that is our 
recent appointment of an archivist, made possible as the new system has 
streamlined routine library management. 

The enforced separation of most of our staff and activities from Burlington 
House over the past year has helped put our relationship with our historic 
home in perspective. Unlike the Kelmscott Friends, Council has concluded 
that the offer of an affiliate (‘membership’) scheme will focus on intellectual 
access to the Society’s resources and activities, rather than association with 
Burlington House, so the concept, discussed over many decades, can finally 
be launched at the end of 2021. Nonetheless, our future location must be 
settled soon.  Having made no progress with our government landlords, 
despite my hopes in this review last year, on 10 November 2020 we launched 
a public campaign – ‘Save Burlington House’. It has achieved a substantial 
following among parliamentarians of all parties in both houses, led by our 
Fellow, Tim Loughton MP. The Linneans, Geologists and Astronomers followed 
by launching campaigns in February. As I write, we are led to understand 
that an offer of new terms for our staying at Burlington House is imminent. 
Meanwhile we continue to explore options for relocation, bearing in mind 
that our library and collections must be housed in a suitable building in an 
accessible location. I continue to hope that a decision in principle, to stay or 
go, can be made by the time I retire as President at our deferred AGM in June!

EVENTS & OUTREACH

ONLINE ENGAGEMENT

Collections Outreach        65
Conference Attendees      550
Events E-bulletin   1,112
YouTube Subscribers*i   1,620
Fellows     3,080
SALON subscribers   4,761
Lecture Attendees   5,193
Event YouTube Views*ii            20,000

i an increase of 1,000 subscribers 
ii YouTube Views for our 2020/21 lecture series.

Instagram SAL*  1,747
Instagram KM*   2,643
Facebook SAL*  3,326
Facebook KM*   2,767
Twitter SAL*   9,815
Twitter KM*   2,837
Unique Catalogue Users*i           2,469
Jstor Item Requests*ii             7,099
YouTube Views*iii           48,200
Unique Website Users*       107,177
Website Page Views*         388,475

i figures from July –March 
ii figures from July – March 
iii annual YouTube Views on our channel. 

Responses from Ministers have generally 
been supportive and have recognised the 
contribution of the Courtyard Societies 
to the cultural and scientific life of the 
country. However, at the time of writing, the 
Ministry has not, despite repeated promises, 
presented the Societies with any proposals 
for an equitable solution. It will remain to 
be seen how realistic and acceptable these 
proposals are when they do eventually 
emerge. In the meantime, we want to thank 
all our Fellows and other organisations who 
have supported our campaign to date. 
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• KELMSCOTT MANOR

At Kelmscott Manor the Society puts into practice our core aims of 
conservation, research and dissemination.

SEASON REVIEW: 

We always knew that 2020 was going to be a different year from all the 
previous ones due to the conservation and improvement works funded by 
the National Lottery Heritage Fund and others. Despite the Government 
restrictions put in place to combat the pandemic, our contractors, in line with 
the whole construction industry, resumed work a few weeks into the first 2020 
lockdown. Progress continues to a high standard and we are delighted that 
so much work has been achieved during this year and are looking forward 
to being able to welcome visitors back to the Manor as soon as we are able. 
In consequence the Manor will not now fully re-open until April 2022, 
although some limited ‘hard hat’ tours should be possible later this year. Our 
planned exhibition in the summer of 2020 at Burlington House was inevitably 
cancelled. 

The contractor has been exceptional and Kelmscott Manor staff have been 
busy working with them to ensure the works have progressed. One of the 
largest jobs has been the careful packaging and removal of the collection to 
secure offsite storage as well as moving the office accommodation to one of 
the barns.

One of the many highlights has been the erection of the new Learning Building 
with its thatched roof which has given the courtyard a better sense of the space 
as it was in Morris’s time. We were also delighted that further fundraising will 
enable full repair of the Field Barn, and the Society was able to buy the field 
that includes our car park from the Church Commissioners. 

WITH OUR THANKS

We are extremely grateful to the Worshipful Company of Girdlers’ and the 
Bartlett Taylor Charitable Trust as well as the following Supporters for their 
generous donations: William Lawrence Bank Fund, Stephen Bann FSA, David 
Bryden FSA, Art Friends Cambridgeshire, Peter Cardwell FSA, Charles Cator, 
Arts Society Cirencester, David Clark FSA, Helen Chapman Davies, Helen 
Forde VPSA, Joscelyn Godwin FSA, Gill Hall, Edward Harris OBE FSA, Peter 
Hawkes, In Memory of Janet Hobbs, John Hodsdon, Peter Jaszi, In Memory 
of William Ferguson Irvine, Chris Laws, Canon Brian Lodwick FSA, Richard 
Marriott FSA, Julian Mitchell FSA, Sandy Nairne OBE, Dame Janet Nelson FSA, 
Keith Parfitt FSA, Richard Rastall FSA, Tim Schroder FSA, Philip Venning FSA, 
Andrew Wareham FSA, Merlin Waterson FSA, Martin Williams FSA.

We will make full acknowledgement of everyone’s contribution when the 
Kelmscott project completes in April 2022.

Thank you to our Kelmscott Manor Campaign Group Geoffrey Bond OBE FSA, 
Peter Cormack MBE FSA, Philippa Glanville OBE FSA, Jack Hanbury-Tenison 
FSA, Martin Levy FSA (Chairman), Alan Lovell FSA, Janie Money, Sandy Nairne 
CBE FSA and Cherry Peurifoy for their continued support.  
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• DISSEMINATION 

PUBLIC OUTREACH & EVENTS 
With the outbreak of the pandemic last year the Society moved its event programme 
online, launching new live streaming lectures in June 2020. Since then, we have 
delivered 11 lunchtime lectures and 19 evening lectures to Fellows and friends 
worldwide. This new way of engaging with audiences has allowed us to increase 
attendance at our lectures significantly with over 5,000 attendees joining us globally 
from the UK, Ireland, America, Israel, Sweden, Canada, Australia and many other 
countries. We were delighted to be able to host lectures from speakers in New 
Zealand and Sweden and hope to be able to attract international speakers in the future 
as we continue to offer live streaming as an option for potential speakers. Our lectures 
since June have been viewed over 20,000 times on YouTube showcasing the desire for 
academic content and high quality lectures. 

We held our first online conference in March on Seals and the People of Britain, 
which was postponed from March 2020. Over 500 people joined us over two 
afternoons and the sessions have since been watched by over 800 people on YouTube.  
Our conference Lost Frontiers and Drowned Landscapes in Britain and Beyond in 
early May attracted an audience of over 500 people with attendees joining us from 
around the world. The YouTube recordings were watched over 1,500 times in the 
48hours after the broadcast. These figures highlight the significance of live streaming 
and the impact it has on our wider reach. 

As we return to in-person lectures and events we will continue to live stream all events  
so we can continue to offer this level of engagement. Our thanks to all the Officers, 
speakers and organisers throughout the last year who have been so ameniable while 
we got to grips with this new way of delivering content. 

CORONAVIRUS SUPPORT 
Our thanks to the South East Museums Development Programme, the Museum 
of London Development Grant, West Oxfordshire District Council and National 
Lottery Heritage Fund for emergency funding towards COVID-19 costs. This 
award will enable us to prepare to reopen our library and collections at 
Burlington House for researchers and visitors, and to offer ‘hard hat’ tours of 
Kelmscott Manor, during the final phase of a transformational conservation 
project.  The funding will also enable us to offer a range of public lectures and 
events, and to accelerate the digitisation of our collections so that they may be 
freely available for people to explore.

We launched our new Fellows’ Platform in early 2020 and our new website in 
March 2020 just before the UK went into lockdown. We were delighted to have 
undertaken this digital overhaul in 2019/20 as its implementation allowed us to 
move to remote digital work and engagement. These two new additions meant 
that we were able to communicate with our Fellows and friends more 
seamlessly. Since the Fellows’ Platform launched over a year ago over 70% of 
the Fellowship have signed up and many have updated their profiles to sum-
marise their work. We encourage all Fellows to sign up to the platform and 
to update their profiles. Due to the feedback we received from Fellows, we 
have launched a direct messaging service on the platform where any Fellow 
can directly message another. This has been a great addition as GDPR regula-
tions mean SAL can not share any Fellows’ details and many Fellows have not 
changed their privacy settings to share their contact details. This direct mes-
saging service allows Fellows to get in touch with others in a data-controlled 
way. Additionally, we launched our new groups feature in March this year and 
encourage Fellows to use the discussion platform within the groups to share 
news, updates, events etc. 

As access to Burlington House has been restricted, this year we have concen-
trated on improving our digital offer. Our electronic resources now include 
thousands of journal articles available through JSTOR and around 800 e-books 
from Archaeopress. We launched a new library catalogue that allows single 
searches of both our print holdings as well as article-level searches of our 
e-journals.

We have acquired a new collections management system for our manuscripts, 
archives, and museum collections. When we launch it this summer it will allow 
searches of our manuscripts, our seals, and the paintings housed at Burlington 
House, as well as a few items from Kelmscott Manor. We will gradually make 
more of our collections visible and accessible through the new system and will 
link it to the library catalogue to provide seamless searching of all our 
resources.

This year we were delighted to be asked 
to partner with Kingston University on 
their MA in Museum & Gallery Studies. 
The Museum Collections Manager, Head 
of Library and Museum Collections and 
Communications and Events Manager 
worked with students on a module for 
their MA ‘Heritage in crisis’ delivering 
presentations to the students and 
inviting them to create a campaign to 
#SaveBH. As part of the module students 
delivered their plans to the SAL team 
who were inspired by their enthusiam 
and progressive ideas. Our thanks to 
Dr Helen Wickstead, Senior Lecturer at 
Kingston University for this opprtunity. 

This year we published two new monographs exploring aspects of Roman 
Yorkshire. Isurium Brigantum: An Archaeological Survey of Roman Aldborough 
by Rose Ferraby FSA and Martin Millett FSA pieces together evidence for the 
former administrative capital of the Brigantes. Landscape and Settlement in the 
Vale of York by Steve Roskams and Cath Neal details the findings of archaeo-
logical investigations at Heslington East, York, undertaken between 2003 and 
2013. 

Over the last year, our monograph The Staf-
fordshire Hoard has made a significant impact: 
it was joint winner of the 2021 Historians of 
British Art Book Award and was short-listed for 
the Current Archaeology Book of the Year 2021 
Award. A third printing is currently underway.

2020 also saw the publication of our landmark 
centenary edition of The Antiquaries Journal. The 
volume includes sixteen research articles that 
demonstrate both the global reach and historical 
breadth of the Society. 

Our thanks to English Heritage for funding 
toward the Society’s publication of Isurium 
Britantum – Roman Aldborough.

Our gratitude and thanks to the following 
supporters for their generous donations to help 
us make the library and archives more publicly 
accessible: Nathanial Alcock FSA, Lindsay 
Allason-Jones OBE FSA, Royal Archaeological 
Institute, Roger Bland FSA and Lucilla Burn 
FSA, John Bowman FSA, Roger Brown FSA, 
Andrew Burnett FSA, Richard Camber FSA, Evan 
Chapman FSA, Christopher Date FSA, Richard 
Goddard, Edward Harris OBE FSA, Aideen 
Ireland FSA, Richard Marriott FSA, Elaine Morris 
FSA, Bernard Nurse FSA, Brendan O’Connor 
FSA, Caroline Stanford FSA, Jean Wilson FSA.

New Learning Building & Artist Studio

Our website traffic this year has seen 
a significant rise and the Collections 
Highlights section has been extremely 
popular. As we continue to work 
towards digitising our collection, we 
will update this section with more 
exciting items from our collection. 

This outreach project was a great example of how the Society can work 
with universities and students and we hope to continue this partnership with 
Kingston moving forward.

Drawing of the entrance to Burlington House 
by Kingston MA student Naomi Bailey

For reasons which we do not have to state, many of the recipients of our 
William and Jane Morris Church Conservation Grants and our Research 
and Travel Grants found their projects disrupted during 2020. However, the 
Society’s Research and Morris Committees felt that it was important to keep 
making awards to the Society’s usual schedule: two rounds of Morris grants 
in March and August 2020, and the Research and Travel awards in January 
2021 with some flexibility around reporting and completion dates. We also 
extended some of our 2020 awards beyond December 2020 to allow for 
closures, travel difficulties and other disruptions. Morris Committee gave 
out £25,000 in 2020 to support the conservation of decorative features and 
monuments in churches and other places of worship. Research Committee 
met in February 2021 and awarded £237,175 in research and travel grants, 
including £90,000 in Janet Arnold Major Awards for projects over 2 – 3 
years. It is with even more than usual pleasure, therefore, that we have 
received photographs from completed or ongoing projects during this 
extraordinary year. 

We are grateful to Edward Harris OBE FSA for kindly continuing to support 
our multiple year Research Grants

Research Grant: ‘New Excava-
tions at Igbo-Ukwu’, awarded 
to Dr Pamela Smith and Dr 
Kingsley Daraojimba, with 
t-shirts emblazoned with the 
Society logo for the excavation 
team

William and Jane Morris 
Church Conservation Grant: 
Awarded to St. Thomas’s 
Church, Salisbury for the 
restoration of this stunning 
medieval Doom

Extracts fom the Society Minute 
Books Volume 9, 157, Accounts of 
Irish round towers, 1763, 
76, Arabic inscription from the 
Moorish Castle, Gibraltar, 1763.

Roof repairs to the Stable Barn 

DIGITAL LAUNCH: WEBSITE AND FELLOWS’ PLATFORM 

Research Grant: ‘The archae-
ology of hermits and hermit-
ages’ awarded to Dr Simon 
Roffey, pictured outside of St 
Robert’s hermitage, Knares-
borough, North Yorkshire.
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